Abstract-The study of algebraic extension of a countable family of controlled nonlinear dynamic processes having differential realization in the class of ordinary quasi-linear differential equations (with software-positional control and without) in a separable Hilbert space was conducted.
. In addition everywhere further AC(T,X)  linear set of all absolutely continuous on T functions (with respect to μ measure) with values in the space X, moreover Π:= AC(T,X)L 2 (T,μ,Y)L 2 (T,μ,Z). Now we will distinguish for consideration controlled differential models of the form dx(t)/dt = Ax(t) We endow the space H 2 := L 2 (T,μ,X)L 2 (T,μ,Y)L 2 (T,μ,Z) with the topology of the norm
H 2  Hilbert space [1, p. 39]; we differ the element (x,u,u # (x))Π in the notations as class of equivalence (i.e. element H 2 ) from the specific representative (vectorfunction) (x(),u(),u # (x())) from this class. We will denote through G Е arbitrary (but fixed and numbered) algebraic basis in E:=Span N and let
It is obvious that at any point tT expansion in the Hilbert space of U vector (x * (t),u
(By the separability of U weak and strong measurabilities coincide [1, p. 130 ))} has a differential realization (1)? On one of the ways of geometric solution of this problem is construction of characteristic feature (see below Theorem 1) defining equality
where  *  closure in the space H 2 of linear manifold Span{(x * ,u * ,u # (x * )): F}, while a particular form of equation (2), namely, of the type Further
where    characteristic function of the set T\T 0 .
Proof of Theorem 1 we reduce to the establishment of Lemmas 4 and 5.
Lemma 4.
, where L 2 (T, * ,R). Further, since for each function L 2 (T, * ,R) we have
then the following embedding of functional spaces is true
 (based on the analytical structure of the subspace  *  , given in Lemma 4 [3] . Thus, by the arbitrariness of the choice of the element  * , the lemma will be proved as soon as we discover:
 
, 2, …} μ-almost everywhere in T, here   relation of orthogonality in the structure of space U.
We expand vector-function () in each point tT in the sum of _(t) +   (t):= (t), where _(t)Span{(x(t),u(t),u 
# (x(t))) i  0 μ-almost everywhere in S * ; otherwise for μ-almost all tS * equalities will be "realized"
, 2, …} = {0}, and therefore _ = 0 should be performed in this position. Now we denote through S * + and S * _ subsets (partition) S 
), where  = 0  E , at this effect  Е +  * representation is true:
Since (reasonings are similar to the proof of Lemma 4 [3] ) the inclusions take place 
.  Now we present a variant of characteristic conditions of equality (3).
Theorem 2. If we implement T 0 =  (mod μ) offer is valid: 
It is easy to see that T 0 = , because otherwise there exists a period of time t * T, which x * (t * )= i x (i) (t * ), where all constants  i , except the finite number are zero, x (i)  the first component of the triple (х,0,0) i G E . Consequently, the trajectory x * () has a representation  i x (i) () by the uniqueness of solution, extending at time t * through the point х * (t * ), for the differential system (1) 
